2002 ford explorer inside

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Explorer. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain automatic locking hubs yes Drive type Four wheel drive hi-lo gear selection yes
Transmission 5-speed automatic part time 4WD yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Torque lb-ft rpm
Base engine size 4. Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote
keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes
clock yes compass yes external temperature display yes tachometer yes. Front Seat
Dimensions Front head room Front leg room Rear Seat Dimensions Rear head room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity 88
cu. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Angle
of approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height
Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Explorer. Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes short and long arm rear suspension yes short and long arm front
suspension yes. Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. See Explorer
Inventory. Sign Up. Graphite Medium Parchment. Kelly answered 6 years ago. I had a similar
problem, not sure if this will take care of yours, but mine was solved by replacing the seal
around the rear hatch window. In the winter the 'door ajar' was on almost constantly. The seal
would contract in the cold temps, but in the summer when the heat expanded the rubber, I had
no problem. Hope this helps. OJ answered 6 years ago. Also check the plastic piece on the
striker for all doors. They normally wear off over the years and it is metal on metal. The door
appears to be closed but it really isn't. A sympton is a need to slam the door to get it to close.
Tracy answered 6 years ago. The "Door Ajar" switch is attached to the latch assembly. In fact, it
screws into the bottom of the latch assembly with a quarter turn. The switch gets contaminated
and it's plunger won't extent to open the circuit and turn off the dome light and or door ajar
light. Ford does not recommend lubricating latches and hinges - one good intending Jiffy Lube
jockey can mess all that up. I've tried checking to make sure all the doors are closed properly,
by opening OK i'm stumped. I have a ford explorer please keep comments about fords to
yourself. I've had 4 episodes where i was driving along with no issues and the even though i am
excellerating the ca I have a Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer and all power windows stopped
working, where is the fuse located for the power windows or could it be the switch pack on
drivers door main window switch? My Ford Explorer gives me the message "shift to park" when
I turn off the car. The car is fully in park. I have to push the button on the gear shift and jiggle
the gear shift for it to finally ac Having issues with Door Ajar light coming on and beeping while
driving and the interior lights coming on by themselves. I was told by other I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. I have a EB ford explorer, sometimes,the Interior lights and the door ajar
stays on for more that 20 minutes, if the car is off or I am driving it.. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford
Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The Explorer has a very well-established record of expensive
transmission failure at under k miles. Adding insult to injury, the Explorer also has a massive
problem with the rear panel cracking. While it's a minor annoyance compared to transmission
failure, ironically the crack usually goes right through the Ford logo. Afterwards, I have to
remove the covering off of the passenger side brake light and turn it over a few times in order
for the trapped water to be expelled. Showed dealer the water inside headlights this time. The
last time was summer and was dry for three weeks. They replaced both the headlight and the
fog light. Dealership paid as complaints were stated on other work orders previously. If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 1
reports replaced headlights 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Explorer problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer transmission engine
complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Explorer recall.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. By trial and error, I have found a
good way to remove the door panel from a Ford Explorer and other similar years. The first two
steps can be done in either order, but doing them in the order I have listed below will prevent
damage and scratches to the paneling. There are two clips located on the forward portion of the
panel; wedge a flathead screwdriver behind this portion of the panel and pry it loose. Once it is
loose, you can use your fingers to pull it the rest of the way out. Doing this step first makes

removing the next piece a lot easier. Secondly, the window mechanism. At this point, with the
paneling behind the door handle removed, it should be easier to remove the window mechanism
panel Panel 1 was holding Panel 2 in place. Remove Panel 2 by grabbing it with your fingers and
pulling up and forward. If it can't be pulled with your fingers, wedge a flathead screwdriver
behind the panel and pry it outward and pull up and forward. The main clip that needs to be
freed is on the middle inner portion of the panel. The other two clips are little clips on the
outside of the panel. To disconnect the wires, simply place a flathead screwdriver just beneath
the tab that holds the clips in place. Simply push in and pry up. The wire clips should pop free.
Set the window mechanism panel off to the side. The first screw is behind the window
mechanism panel this is the one that requires the extension. Be sure to grab the screw with
your fingers when it is almost out to avoid dropping it behind the panel. The last two screws are
at the bottom of the door panel and are easy enough to remove. Once complete, lift upward on
the door panel and pull outward. Now you are done. Reverse all steps listed above to reinstall
the panel. Refer to the pictures below if there is any confusion. Want to master Microsoft Excel
and take your work-from-home job prospects to the next level? Jump-start your career with our
Premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel Training Bundle from the new Gadget Hacks Shop and get
lifetime access to more than 40 hours of Basic to Advanced instruction on functions, formula,
tools, and more. Step 2 Removing Panel 2 Secondly, the window mechanism. Tip There is a
piece of plastic on the back end of the panel that slides beneath the armrestâ€”this is the
reason you need to slide it forward instead of just lifting it up. Doing it in this way prevents
damage to the paneling. Step 3 Disconnecting the Wires To disconnect the wires, simply place a
flathead screwdriver just beneath the tab that holds the clips in place. Tip The stuff behind the
paneling is acoustic shielding to prevent your door panelings from rattling at high speeds or
with very larger speakersâ€”try not to rip it. If you have to take it off to get to the widow motor,
or if you've ripped it, you can pick up new stuff at any electronics store that sells car audio
stuff. Step 5 Reinstalling the Panel Reverse all steps listed above to reinstall the panel. Sign Up.
Share Your Thoughts Click to share your thoughts. Hot Latest. In among the factual information
are some entertaining, if frustrating, stories from owners. The Ford Explorer Sport Trac shows a
number of owner issues with transmissions and various categories, but one owner had a
hilarious issue with her truck that left her crawling in and out of all of the doors. Shannah H. By
the time she submitted her story to CarComplaints. One of the quirks of her Explorer Sport Trac
was that the child safety locks were permanently turned on for the back seats, so those doors
could only be opened from the outside. This sets the stage for her problems that begin to
multiply. While Shannah was the only owner who submitted this particular problem to Car
Complaints , several other owners alerted the NHTSA to similar door handle issues. The door
handle problems were frustrating, but the Ford Explorer Sport Trac had other much more
common problems too. It had 85
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total issues submitted to Car Complaints. By far, with 37 reports, the most frequently
submitted problem was with the transmission, including transmission slips and failures. Body
paint issues were also common as were engine issues. These problems were reported 11 and
nine times respectively. The Explorer is also the Ford vehicle with the most submitted issues on
Car Complaints with 3, complaints total. Those concerns had 1, and complaints submitted,
respectively. The third biggest category of problems was with the interior accessories with
submitted. The leading problem there was that the gear shift lever fell off. So far, it has no
complaints on Car Complaints. Consumer Reports gives it a predicted reliability score of three
out of five and a predicted owner satisfaction score of four out of five. These scores are an
improvement on those given to the previous generation, so hopefully, the Ford Explorer has
now moved past issues like the ones Shannah dealt with. In and out the doors.

